Who can apply: New as well as existing graduate students

The BMEN 100 CLUB Scholarship will be available from Fall 2023 onwards. The scholarship will be funded by contributions from faculty, staff, alumni, Industrial Advisory Board members and others.

The number of scholarship awards will be determined each year based on funds in the associated account.

The criteria for application are:

New graduate student application criteria (minimum):

1. Admitted or enrolled as a new graduate student in BMEN
2. Should have an UG GPA of at least 3.3/4.0
3. Should register for at least 9 SCH towards MS/Ph.D. in BMEN degree
4. GRE Q score ≥ 155; GRE V score ≥ 150
5. TOEFL/IELTS score, for international students

Existing graduate student application criteria (minimum):

1. Should be enrolled for at least 9 SCH towards MS/Ph.D. in BMEN degree
2. Should have completed at least one semester at UNT-BMEN
3. Should have UNT graduate GPA of at least 3.3/4.0
4. One letter of recommendation from UNT-BMEN faculty for MS student
5. Two letters of recommendation from UNT-BMEN faculty for Ph.D. student